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What the Data Tells Us…
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22 million using health care quality information
for hospital choice…but the “quality” of the tools/
information used if far from certain
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Source: Kaiser Family Foundation et al., National Survey on
Consumers’ Experiences, 2006
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Consumer Tools: where are the gaps
and what to look for?
• Personalization

– Can the tool be responsive to the individual’s specific needs
and circumstances (e.g., disease state, where they live, their
health coverage)?

• Are the right measures used for the right reasons
(beware “misuse of measures”)
– Beware of small distinctions between rates that are very rare
being communicated in ways that overplay their relevance
(e.g., use of complication or mortality rates for treatments in
which these events are very infrequent).

• Supporting needed decisions

– Is the most useful data being offered relative to the decision
being made.

• The “Kitchen Sink” problem

– Is the tool displaying lots of data without developing tools to
help consumers use it effectively?
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Consumer Tools for Making Hospital
Choices: Additional Issues to Consider
• To be useful, a tool has to distinguish between decision support
and expert advice:
Tools need to have features that provide information in different formats and
screen out data on information/choices that are irrelevant

• How can tools best display hospital-wide metrics so they are
useful to consumers?
• How can tools do a better job of knowing what “door” consumers
are entering through, and presenting the data accordingly?
Are they making a decision about a provider? A plan? A specific treatment?

For more information:
Evaluation of Consumer Decision Support Tools: Helping
People Make Health Care Decisions, June 2007, Pacific
Business Group on Health
http://www.pbgh.org/documents/ConsumerToolsReport2007.pdf
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